Names of group members:

Kaylie  Chloe  Catrina

What objects did you discover and collect on your walk?

newspaper  stick  sign

What random names did you assign to your object (please describe the object and name together)?

pulp  penny  tobias

What first thought popped into your head when you saw your object? What associations do you make? (For example, pencil might remind you of school).

I'll hear that, as you go, news, vanity, information

What new names did your combined objects come together as? Again what associations do you make when you combine your names and objects?

pobinary

Fill out the template below. You must work together with your group, but be aware that each of you should fill out this project proposal individually.

*Remember that your object need only be the inspiration for a group proposal, it does not have to be functional or even realistic. Perhaps you’ve created a new super hero? Maybe it’s a new type of clothing accessory, it could be the basis for a play, performance, opera, or maybe even a company that sponsors creative events! This exercise is meant to be a way to flex your creative muscles, work collaboratively in a group, and present an idea. The more you put into it, the more you will get out of it!

Template Directions:

For this assignment there is an imaginary artist residency that each of you is applying together as a group. This residency will provide $10,000 in funding to use your object as the basis for a larger on-going idea, film, project, performance, or whatever your group has decided that this object will be the spring board for a creative work or sponsoring other underserved groups projects. You can be the performers or you can be the group that supports other groups. Think real-life organizations that need a platform to be seen and heard in a creative way.

Scenario example: My pencil- soda can object named DaveBigRed is going to be the inspiration for a teen playwriting competition my group is going to sponsor and needs to apply for this residency to get funding. We are going to propose that the completion is centered around the life of a soda can named Dave. (The pencil we found made us think of writing and the soda can is our other object we found- Dave was our random word).

Fill out the form below and then present your ideas to the class and then your project video/pictures to Portfolium. We are going to use cell phones to create and edit the video/pictures for this project proposal. You do not have to each make separate proposals, but you each need to turn in all paperwork and upload your team project separately under each of your Portfolium accounts.
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Names of Applicants:
Haylie Chloe Catriona

Title of Project Proposal: CANCER

Project Proposal (Be sure to include who, what, where, when, why, and how):

Things to consider are: unique geography, size, residency length, access to facilities/equipment, and opportunities for social engagement. What you hope to gain from this residency?

Financial Plan (Give a basic budget for how you intend to spend the funding, be as realistic as possible):

Artist Fees (How you pay yourselves):
$4500

Materials:
$100

Facilities Rental or Special Equipment:
$87

Miscellaneous or other fees:
$600

Total:
$5287